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This is a collection of rules and tips I have picked up or discovered over the years.  They are written here in no 
particular order.  Parents should become very familiar with these rules so they can explain to their children why 
words are spelled the way they are.  It is difficult to learn how to spell with the English language, but if you really 
get to know these rules, you will see there is far more reason and far fewer exceptions than you previously thought.  
Please note when I refer to the vowels’  “long sounds” I am referring to them making the sounds they make in these 
words: bake, be, pie, go and cute.  When I refer to their “short sounds” I am referring to them making the sounds 
they make in these words:  can, get, pin, not, cut.  Some vowels make more than these two sounds.  (see my 
phonogram chart) 

    
1. The letters [a], [e], [o] and [u] usually say their long sound (their “name”) when they come 

at the end of a word or syllable.  ([i] can say it’s long sound at the end of a syllable but 
often it will say its short sound.)        rararara----didididi----o, go, beo, go, beo, go, beo, go, be----longlonglonglong, to, to, to, to----fufufufu  

 
2.  Usually, a double consonant allows one consonant to stay with the first syllable, thereby 

allowing the vowel to say its short sound. compare:  :  :  :  babababa----bybybyby    and    babababa----bblebblebblebble 
 
3. When reading , pronounce only one of the double consonants (in the accented syllable) 

When spelling sound out both of the double consonants.          litlitlitlit----tle,  bantle,  bantle,  bantle,  ban----nernernerner 
 
4.  [c] will say “s” (its soft sound) only when followed by an [e], [i], or [y].   

Whenever [c] is followed by [e], [i], or [y] it must say “s”.    city, since, bicyclecity, since, bicyclecity, since, bicyclecity, since, bicycle          
(The exception to this is rule #16 below.)  
 

5.  Unlike [c], [g] CAN say its hard sound  when followed by [e], [i], or [y]--  girl, getgirl, getgirl, getgirl, get        
 but, LIKE [c], [g] can’t say its soft sound (“j”) UNLESS it is followed by [e], [i], or [y] gym, gym, gym, gym, 
gem, regiongem, regiongem, regiongem, region     
(Now you should always be able to tell the difference between angel and angle!)    

 
6. A [y] that is NOT preceded by a vowel will usually say the long “i" sound at the end of a 2-

3 letter word.  fly, by, cryfly, by, cryfly, by, cryfly, by, cry 
 

7.7.7.7. A [y] that is NOT preceded by a vowel will usually say “ee” at the end of word that is more 
than 2-3 letters or more than one syllable. many, pretty, anymany, pretty, anymany, pretty, anymany, pretty, any    
    

8.8.8.8. In English, every syllable has to have a vowel. 
    

9.9.9.9. English words very seldom end in {i], [v], or [u] except for these exceptions:  you, thou, hi  you, thou, hi  you, thou, hi  you, thou, hi  
(Some words from other languages will end in these letters --  spaghetti, sushi, spaghetti, sushi, spaghetti, sushi, spaghetti, sushi, ttttipi, ipi, ipi, ipi, tofu, tofu, tofu, tofu, 
HawaiiHawaiiHawaiiHawaii)   
    

10. There are 6 types of silent-e’s.  They are as follows: 
a.a.a.a. Silent-e helps the vowel to say its name.  (Words ending in vowel – consonant – 

silent-e) cake, rcake, rcake, rcake, riiiide, de, de, de, cone, cone, cone, cone, dudududunenenene    
b. Silent-e represents the vowel in words that end in the “l” sound and would 

otherwise not have a vowel in the second syllable.  .  .  .   lit lit lit lit----tle, pudtle, pudtle, pudtle, pud----dle, wrindle, wrindle, wrindle, wrin----klekleklekle 
c.c.c.c. Silent-e prevents a word from ending in [i], [v], or [u] – see rule number 9.   

blue, pie, giveblue, pie, giveblue, pie, giveblue, pie, give    
d.d.d.d. Silent-e allows the [g] to say “j” or the [c] to say “s” – see rules 4 and 5.       



hingehingehingehinge, since, rice, cage, since, rice, cage, since, rice, cage, since, rice, cage    
e.e.e.e. Sometimes a silent-e will follow an [s] (presumably so the word will not look like a 

plural).     horse, sparse, househorse, sparse, househorse, sparse, househorse, sparse, house    
f.f.f.f. Sometimes there is a silent-e for no particular reason.  are, come, someare, come, someare, come, someare, come, some    

    
11. [or] may say “er” only if preceded by a [w]--------     worm, world, wordworm, world, wordworm, world, wordworm, world, word            but it won’t always say 

“er” in this situation --   worn, swore, swordworn, swore, swordworn, swore, swordworn, swore, sword  
 

12. [ar] will usually say “or” if preceded by a [w]: warm, war, wart warm, war, wart warm, war, wart warm, war, wart     [exception: wary ] 
 

13. Memorize the sentence:  Herererer firiririrst chururururch wwwwororororshiped  earearearearly on the jourourourourney. It demonstrates 
the six different ways to spell the “er” sound.  er – ir --- ur – wor – ear – our   These are 
listed in order of frequency.  Most often “er” is spelled [e-r]  Remember that [or] will say 
“er” only if preceded by a [w]. 
 

14.14.14.14. Use i before e except after c and unless it says “ay” as in veil and vein.   
To help remember the exceptions to this rule, memorize this sentence.  Neither foreign Neither foreign Neither foreign Neither foreign 
sovereign chsovereign chsovereign chsovereign chose to forfeit leisure to seize the counterfeit.ose to forfeit leisure to seize the counterfeit.ose to forfeit leisure to seize the counterfeit.ose to forfeit leisure to seize the counterfeit.        
    

15.15.15.15. [sh] is never used at the beginning of a syllable after the first one unless it is the suffix 
“ship”.  It is used at the beginning of a word or at the end of a syllable.   [ti], [si], and [ci]  
    

16.16.16.16. [tion] says “shun” at the end of a base word 
    

17. [ci]will say “sh” when followed by [al] or [ous] as in special special special special and spaciousspaciousspaciousspacious. 
 

18. [si] says “sh” when the syllable preceding it ends with an s, (ses sion)(ses sion)(ses sion)(ses sion) or when the base 
word has an s where the base word changes. -- tense, tensiontense, tensiontense, tensiontense, tension    
 

19. [si] (not ti or ci) can also say “zh” as in vision. vision. vision. vision.    
 

20. [su] sometimes says “shu”.    --------        sugar, suresugar, suresugar, suresugar, sure    
 

21.21.21.21. [tu] sometimes says “chu”     --------        picture, punctuatepicture, punctuatepicture, punctuatepicture, punctuate    
    

22.22.22.22. One-syllable words ending with c-v-c (consonant-vowel-consonant) need another 
consonant before adding an ending that begins with a vowel. :  . :  . :  . :  hop >> hopped,  hop >> hopped,  hop >> hopped,  hop >> hopped,  
bat>>battingbat>>battingbat>>battingbat>>batting    
    

23.23.23.23. Words of two syllables that have the accent on the last syllable, AND that end in c-v-c 
need another consonant added before adding an ending that begins with a vowel. :  :  :  :  
begin>>beginningbegin>>beginningbegin>>beginningbegin>>beginning    
    

24. Drop the silent e on words before adding an ending that begins with a vowel (unless 
needed for c,g,u,I,etc.    noticeablenoticeablenoticeablenoticeable)        bake >> bakingbake >> bakingbake >> bakingbake >> baking    
Note:  judgment and argument are exceptions to that rule. 
 

25. The letters  l,f,s and z are often doubled after a single vowel saying its short sound.  : : : : fizz, fizz, fizz, fizz, 
ddddull, staff, will ull, staff, will ull, staff, will ull, staff, will     [not: gaze, rule] 
 

26. Other words can also end in a double consonant.  :  egg, add 
 



27.27.27.27. Sometimes i and o will say their long sounds if followed by two consonants....    
    roll, kind, folkroll, kind, folkroll, kind, folkroll, kind, folk    
    

28. The letter [x] is NEVER followed directly by the letter [s].         excited, boxes, expectexcited, boxes, expectexcited, boxes, expectexcited, boxes, expect    
 

29.29.29.29. The letter [s]never says “z” at the beginning of a word. :  zoo, zebrzoo, zebrzoo, zebrzoo, zebraaaa    
    

30.30.30.30. Drop one [l] when adding all, full or till to either the beginning or the end of a word.                
awful, until, always, alrightawful, until, always, alrightawful, until, always, alrightawful, until, always, alright    
    

31. The letter combinations [dge], [ck], and [tch] are used only after a single vowel that 
doesn’t say its long sound.    --------        edge, duck, stiedge, duck, stiedge, duck, stiedge, duck, stitchtchtchtch.  .  .  .      A short vowel can be followed by just a 
[c], but that is unusual  (plastic, picnic).  However a long vowel or double vowel won’t be 
followed by [dge], [ck], or [tch] (rage, bake, teach) (rage, bake, teach) (rage, bake, teach) (rage, bake, teach). 
 

32. If the letter [y] is not preceded by a vowel, change the [y] to [i] before adding an ending 
(unless that ending is ing : : : : cry>>crying) :  pretty >> prettiercry>>crying) :  pretty >> prettiercry>>crying) :  pretty >> prettiercry>>crying) :  pretty >> prettier, , , , (This rule applies even if the 
ending begins with a consonant.) fly>> flies  fly>> flies  fly>> flies  fly>> flies     
 

33. Don’t change [y] to [i] when it is preceded by a vowel.)play >> played play >> played play >> played play >> played             
 

34. Specific names of people, places or things are capitalized. 
 

35.35.35.35. The past-tense suffix [ed] says “d” or “t” after words that do not end in the “d” or “t” sound.  :  
laughed, baked  If the word ends in the “d” or “t” sound the [ed] forms a separate syllable and 

says “ed”. --  sledded, batted      
 


